Maintenance data sheet

CERAMIC

FIRST CLEANING AFTER INSTALLATION

Note: Acids and bases are absolutely not recommended

1. Vacuum the floor and possibly run a damp cloth to collect dust and residual dirt.
2. Use a neutral cleaner diluted in water, carefully following the percentages indicated by the manufacturer. The product should be spread only with a squeezed mop or by spray in order to prevent the excess product that may get inside the panel by perimetral capillarity.
3. Start by using a rotary machine at low speed with white nylon disc.
4. Always rinse the floor by using a purely manual system as described above, or after tested on a small area, with a washer-dryer machine. Always make sure that there is no stagnation of liquid on the surface of the floor and along the perimeter of the panels.
5. ONLY FOR POLISHED GRES: Once dried the floor it is possible to give a finishing touch with single-brush polishing machine at high speed from 450 to 1000 revolutions/minute, with yellow or white nylon disc for a higher shine.

SPECIAL: Apply same procedure of first cleaning after installation. Dry buff the floor with a single-brush polishing machine at high speed from 450 to 1000 revolutions/minute, with yellow or white nylon disc for a higher shine. The frequency of this operation depends on the intensity of the traffic: from minimum 3 times a year (low traffic) up to 2 times a month (very high traffic).

In any case always make sure that the product maintenance does not contain damaging agents for the plastic composite since it could damage the edge of the panels and the thermoplastic adhesive used for its fixing.

REGULAR MAINTENANCE

DAILY: Proceed with vacuum and passage with damp cloth.

WEEKLY: Make washing with water and neutral detergent using a MOP or a well squeezed cloth. In areas of a certain size it can be used a rotary machine on medium speed. Traces of dirt can be removed by treating with concentrated detergent and proceeding immediately with a local rinsing.

MAINTENANCE AND MOVING OF PANELS

Always number the panels you’re going to remove; you will be sure to maintain the original layout.

When you pull up the panels, take care not to damage the stringer gaskets; they guarantee the air tightness of the under floor.

When you pull up the panels, always use the appropriate lifting tools. If you have to move wardrobes, furniture or heavy machinery use transpallet, laying some rigid supports (planks) between the wheels and the floor.

All these advices are based on our latest experiences taking into account all the latest regarding maintenance and cleaning materials. Nesite does not assume any responsibility for damages due to incorrect cleaning procedures.